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Report from Rome

by Stefania Sacchi

The 'Germanization' of Italy

grammatic element in these last elec

The "ecologist" form of subversion made large gains, not at the
expense of the Reds, but of Italian society.
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to "protest votes." Thus while some
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were rewarded, such as the personal
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AIDS, the general trend was toward
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stirred up in Italy goes even beyond
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plants still running today, the hysteria

come of the June 14 Italian elections:

that of Germany.
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of all the parties, with a substantial

The Greens now control about 50

It is the institutional infiltration of the
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tacle of Hungarian prostitute "Cic

ed as "independents" on the Commu

of past decades, with some examples
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cialist Party, Radical Party, and Pro

of the historic ultraleft leader of the

al and scientific tradition. The Cic

the deliberately orchestrated flaunting
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television disinformation, the Greens
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Communist Party Pietro Ingrao, Ren

ata, is now supposed to become the
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which has left them defenseless against
the economic crisis.

ciolina," elected on the Radical ticket,

against the foundations of Italy's mor
ciolina phenomenon is a case of "so

cial engineering, " a modem version of

ideology has infiltrated Parliament in

secretary of the Environment League.
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media. The Greens, with Langher's

way.
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the

force, controlling a majority of the

striking view of the subversion under
What Chicco Testa, former chief
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the "Germanization" of Italy.

ist, and Radical votes.

Environment League, had promised
before the elections has taken place:
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single-issue parties, even those who

for the occasion), the "ecologist"

have a complete picture of the process

papers and, above all, on television,

weekly

Worse yet, given the virtual no

nexistence of an Italian nuclear pro-
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anti-ethical

counterpart, to Cicciolina's obsceni

tested, Bettino Craxi sang hosannas to

did not make it into Parliament, we

Ages" phenomenon which is the Ger
man Green Party.

anti-scientific

If we add to the Greens the myriad

ceptable radioactivity levels (lowered

reproduced in Italy the "New Dark

slogan, "Be ethical, not scientific,"

comrade, Marco Boato, has become
an Italian senator with Green, Social
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bombardment every day in the news

which history is full, run by the mass

ties.
But this institutional nadir was
brought on by the leaders of the so

dent, with the hysteria created in the

population by the manipulation of ac
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Christian Democracy to be against

senators of the Italian Green Party may
perhaps be the most significant out

negative votes. Some voted for the

gram, with only one and a half nuclear

called institutional parties.
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his "economic boom," repeating an
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the American President on the "recov

ery" which never existed. Only three

of disintegration which the news

days after the vote, the trade statistics

as reflecting "post-industrial Italy,"

ports, i.e., of industrial production.

Espresso gleefully described

"neither right nor left . . . doubtless a

more modem Italy."

Given the absolute lack, and we

underline the word absolute, of a pro-

for May documented a collape of ex

It is no suprise that the Italian
Greens celebrated their electoral vic

tory, as

Espresso reports, with red

champagne.
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